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sight

See more photos of Blair Hall in
flames, how firefighters reacted.
Pages 6, 7

Timeline of Blair Hall fire and events surrounding it

3: 14 p.m. -- first 911 call placed

3:40 p.m. -- power shut off around
campus, excluding Carman Hall

3:28 p.m. -- fire truck Number 304
began shooting toward the roof

4:35 p.m. -- sirens in hall sounded, warning
firefighters to evacuate the building

3:45

p.m. - north side of Blair Hall
completely engulfed

p.m. --

5:46
power restored
everywhere on campus except Blair

5:30 p.m. -- university organizes
meeting for emergency response teams

Building

destroyed;
• •
•
no lllJUTies,
fatalities
reported
By Michael Schroeder
and Matt Williams
STAFF WRITERS

Flames raged through Blair
Hall Wednesday afternoon,
destroying Eastern's third oldest
building, resulting in class cancellations for the night and
chaos throughout the campus
and city.

The roof collapsed onto the
building's third story, where
stone arches were the only
architecture visible because of
fire, smoke and water damage.
Despite that, officials reported
no fatalities or injuries had
occurred.
"Although we are deeply saddened by the physical damage to
Blair Hall, we are gratified that,
at this time, we are unaware of
any injuries due to this incident," said President Lou
Hencken at a press conference
in the 1895 Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union. " ... My first thought was
'was anyone injured?"'
Officials had not yet confirmed the cause of the fire, but
University Police Chief Adam
Due said building service worker crews had been working in
the area when the fire started.
According to four American
Red Cross workers and an
Arcola firefighter, a blowtorch
used by workers that afternoon
could have caused the fire.
Although the university is
currently working on updating
sprinkler systems across campus, Blair Hall had yet to
receive them.
The university has property
insurance on the building, but
Hencken expressed grief for
something money can't replace.
"There is no insurance possible for the loss of scholarly
research the professors lost,"
Hencken said. "Many professors
lost a lifetime of research in 15
minutes."
All classes will be moved to
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, Hencken said.
There will be a sheet in the Union
listing where each class wil 1
SEE FIRE ♦

Pages 6,7

More inside
♦ Student gives first hand
account of reaction to fire

Page4
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Char1eston firefighter sprays water from an aerial truck on the southside of Blair Hall.
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Mike Boksa, owner of Boxa, and another employee cany food to the scene of the Blair Hall fire Monday afternoon. Boxa donated dozens of pizzas and grinders to exhausted firefighters from
all over Central Illinois fighting the blaze.

Blair Hall fire inspires help,
destroys irreplaceable items
Documents to ashes?
♦ Exactly 1,010 external grants
on the database, as well as many
rnore internal grants over the past
nine years, were possibly lost in
the fire.
Professors lost years of
research and studies.
Jeff Cooley, vice president for
business affairs, said the only
grants that will cause a problem
are the open grants, which are
grants being used now. All grants
have back-up files in another
building.
♦ All commencement files were
moved to Old Main in the past year
and were not affected.
♦ Whether or not the Sociology,
Minority
Student
Affairs,
Graduate School, Grants and
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Research, Continuing Education,
International Programs and
African-American Studies departments' files were destroyed will
depend on each department backing up its own files.

Pitching in
♦ Both community members
and students came together to help
firefighters.
♦ In an attempt to nourish the
firefighters, Boxa donated 30 large
pizzas and 60 grinders, Arby's
donated at least SO cups of coffee
and Jerry's Pizza donated four
large pizzas and two quarts of
Coke to the Red Cross, who distributed the food to the firefighters.
Dominos, Pizza Hut, Chubby's
Pizza, Papa John's and Pagliai's
also donated food. Boxa also donat-
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ed a case of 55-gallon n·ash bags to
the Red Cross to assist in clean-up.
♦ Kyle Witter, senior physical
education major, along with four
other Eastern students, was asked
to assist firefighters with removing the fire hose from one of the
trucks. "One of the firemen came
over and said they needed five able
bodies to help with the hose,"
Witter said. "We pulled the hoses
out and gave them a hand."

In the mean time
♦

Classes that were in Blair Hall

will now be held in the Martin

Luther King Jr. University Union.
♦ Faculty members' offices and
phone lines will be relocated to the
former Clinical Services building
on Seventh Street.
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Firefighters enter Blair Hall Wednesday afternoon to battle the blaze.
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Students record
Blair burning
♦ Onlookers use phones,

camcorders to capture
fiery images
By Matt Williams
ASSISTANT MANAG ING EDITOR

As flames emerged from the
roof of Blair Hall Wednesday afternoon, students and faculty in the
crowd of hundreds on Seventh
Street stood in awe with cameras
and cell phones attached to their
heads.
Many passers-by instinctively
grabbed their cameras and camcorders to document the fire
engulfing one of Eastem's most
historical buildings.
Eric Jensen, senior computer
information systems major, said he
had just finished taking a test when
he saw the blaze. He immediately
grabbed for his cell phone, which
was equipped with a camera, and
began snapping shots.
After minutes of using his cell
phone he rushed back to his room
at the Millennium apartment complex to get a better camera.
" I ran back really fast to get it,"
Jensen said. "I took pictures with
my phone, but decided it doesn't
zoom in good enough."
Scott Clements, sophomore
music major, stood with his camcorder on the sidewalk of Seventh
Street catching every moment.

"1 had to get this because this
was a benchmark thing in the college's lifetime," Clements said.
Many other students rushed
back to residence halls and apartments for a chance to capture the
shocking moment.
Marsha Lawhead, secretary to
the university attorney, was home
at the time when her husband
called to say her place of employment was on fire. She had left for
the moment to run some errands
and was on her way back to the
office.
"l had no idea it was going to be
this bad," Lawhead said. "My husband called me on his cell phone
and was happy to find out I was
OK."

Residents of Park Place
Apartments, which is right across
the street from Blair, were concerned with the proximity of the
fire.
"I had to rush back to close my
windows." Ashley Pelichoff, junior
elementary education major, said.
" I wanted to close them so the
smoke wouldn't get in there."
University and Charleston
Police Departments worked to
clear the way for trucks and firefighters, eventually moving people
back beyond the Park Place
Apartments on Seventh Street.
The crowd began to clear as the
sun set and the fire crews continued working to contain the fire.

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO SV JOSH REELEY

Sara Abtaki, a freshman elementary education major, takes a picture of Blair Hair with her camera phone.

CLASS RESCHEDULING
New meeting place

The following classes previously held in Blair Hall
SOC 2750-001

TR

8:00-9:15

8-3113

Rathskellar Room

Qn MU< Union)

State practices criticized
♦ fllinois

believed to
have conducted unfair
practices in choosing

2780-002

TR

9:30-10:45

8-3113

RathskeUar Room

insurance bids

2750-002

TR

11:00-12:15

8-3113

Aathskellar Room

By nm Martin and John Jasper

Hi$ 1500-010

TR

12:30-1:45

8-3113

Aathskeilar Room

STAFF WRITERS

SOC 3620-001

TR

2:00-3:15

8-3113

Rathsketlar Room

SOC 4900-001

TR

4:00-5:15

8 -3113

Aathskellar Room

SOC 4000-001

TR

4:00-5:15

8-3113

Effingham Room (111 MU< Urnon)

HST 2270-001

TR

11:00-12:15

8-3113

Effingham Room

HST 2000-004

TR

3:00-4:15

8-3113

Martinsville Room Qn MU< Union)

SOC 2780-001

TR

8:00-9:15

8-2113

Aathsl<ella,Room

3250-001

TR

9:30-10:45

8-2113

Char/Mattoon Room

Health Alliance Medical Plans
believes the state conducted an
unfair analysis in taking the five
cheapest insurance bids and not
looking at other factors like customer satisfaction or provider discounts, said a Health Alliance
spokeswoman on Wednesday.
State legislators agreed with the
unfairness, and state Rep. Chapin
Rose, R-Mahomet has since sponsored a house resolution asking
that
Central
Management
Services, the state agency in
charge of health insurance, reconsider its decision.
When the state announced
Friday the five contracts that will
cover the nearly quarter-million
state employees, Health Alliance
was not included and the company
immediately filed a grievance in
hopes of getting the decision
switched.
"We honestly don't understand
how they arrived at this decision,"
said Jane Hayes, vice president for
communications
for
Health
Alliance. "I can't really tell you
why."
Hayes said the state only looked
at the final bottom line amount during its search for new insurance
bids.
Becky carroll, spokeswoman for
Central Management Ser vices,
previously said benefits and the

(in MU< Union)
3250-002

TR

11:00-12:15

8-2113

Char/Mattoon Room

4750--001

TR

12:30-1:45

8 -2113

Char/Mattoon Room

3610-001

TR

2:00-3:45

8-2113

McAfee 1205

3600-002

TR

7:00-9:30 p.m.

S1udy Lounge E. Union

w/vending

ANT 2200-001

lR

9:30-10:45

8-3159

1895 Room Qn MU< Union)

AFR 1000-001

TR

11:00-12:15

B-3159

Mattinsvifte Room

2000-001

TR

2:00-3:15

8-3159

Martinsville Room

3100-001

TR

9:30-10:45

8-3160

1895 Room

ANT 2200-002

TR

11:00-12:15

8-3160

1895Room

2200-003

TR

12:30-1:45

8-3160

1895 Room

2:00-2:50

8-3160

1895 Room

C-ST 1100

R

quality of the insurance will not
decrease for current ~mployees.
But frustrated employees bring up
the fact that cutting Health
Alliance will force them to switch
doctors, something many dislike
because of the uniqueness of a person or family's medical history.
Approximately 90,000 state
employees use Health Alliance, of
which, about 50,000 live in areas
where their current doctors will
not be covered under the new
insurance plans, Hayes reported.
Health Alliance users can
remain with the same doctors
using the state's Quality Control
Program even if Central
Management doesn't change their
decision - but it costs the state
employee and taxpayers "significantly more," Hayes said.
"I was horrified," said Janelle
Carey, an associate English professor, who added she has major medical problems and has been with
Health Alliance for 15 years. "I'm
torn between getting a new doctor
who doesn't know me and staying
with the doctor I know and paying
much higher costs."
Frustrated state employees, legislators, Carle Clinic and Health
Alliance representatives will rally
in Springfield on Monday morning,
followed by a formal hearing later
that afternoon in the state's House
of Representatives.
Health Alliance cover s more
than 90,000 current and retired
state employees and their families,
including approximately 800 at
Eastern.
Health Alliance has an exclusive
relationship with Carle Clinic in
Mattoon.

Network down, viruses flood computers with messages
By Julle Bourque
CAMPUS EDITOR

It's the week before finals, and
the network is down once again.
Eastern's network has contracted new variants of the Beagle and
Netsky viruses, said Chat
Chatterji, vice president for
Information Technology Services.
According to McAfee's Web site,
the Beagle virus is a mass mailing
worm that alters the "from" field

in e-mails and makes it appear as
if it's from a familiar person. The
Netsky virus, according to
McAfee's Web site, is a worm that
lands in e-mail boxes using a number of different subject lines such
as "re: details" or "re: here is the
document?"
These viruses have created a
"broadcast storm," causing computers to be flooded with hundreds
of messages, making the network
"sluggish," Chatterji said.

"We are in the process of pushing out the latest Norton update,"
Chatterji said. "The push is taking
a long time because of the sluggishness of the network."
Chatterji said students will be
responsible for updating their
own Norton programs, but should
be notified of Norton's slow Web
site.
"One of our staff members went
home to get on Norton, but he
couldn't because it was so busy,"

Chatterji said. "In some cases,
Norton has locked up some PC's
upon restart. If this happens, the
PC will have to be brought up in
safe mode."
Chatterji has asked faculty to
shut down their PCs tonight when
they leave the office in order to
help troubleshoot and isolate the
remaining sources of the "broadcast storm."
ITS is working with Housing
and Dining Services to see if it can

immunize students' computer s,
Chatterji said.
''We may have to tum off access
to the campus network from the
dorms until the storms are under
control or at a place where computers can survive," Chatterji
said.
The network problems are very
unpredictable right now, Chatterji
said, but he assures he and others
will be working late to try to
resolve these problems.
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''Tell the truth and don't be afraid.·•

·Getting out of Blair in time

Editorial board
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EDITORIAL

Universal policy
for complaints
will build trust
It is disappointing that the faculty senate withdrew a motion to ask Vice President for
Academic Affairs Blair Lord to create a universal
policy for handling students' complaints about
faculty.
Barbara Lawrence, the senate member who
proposed the motion, along with Faculty Senate
recorder John Allison, who second the motion,
withdrew it after gaining a sense the other members were strongly opposed to it.
"There just didn't seem to be a strong desire to
do anything about it," Allison said.
Lawrence said the senate members felt they
should handle students'
At issue
complaints on a case by
Faculty
senate
case basis for each
withdrew a motion to
def2!~~!1! to baii~dle.
create-a universal
instead.of having a allpolicy for handling
encompassing policy.
student complaints
She also said most of stu- about faculty.
Our staoce
dent complaints are
The faculty senate
about grade appeals.
should reconsider
which the university
because a policy
already has a policy in
would help students
place for.
and faculty.
The faculty senate
needs to bring student
complaints back onto it's agenda. Lawrence will
not bring the issue back up because she did not
run for another term following her current one,
which ends this year. Another faculty senate
member needs to keeps this issue alive.
Having a policy to handle student complaints
would benefit students and faculty, A well
thought-out policy would help the faculty address
concerns of the students.
Course evaluations are the most common way
for students to air their grievances with faculty
members. Many students might not know about
other options to make their problems known.
Instead of waiting for the end of the semester
to make a complaint known. a student could
address the problem during the semester and see
improvements made.
A complaint policy should make it comfortable
for students to make their complaint, but allow
for a way to weed out the superficial problems.
The policy should have a system of checks and
balances so both students and faculty will feel
comfortable throughout the entire process of
addressing the complaint.
The policy should involve some sort of intermediary arbitrator. If a problem is resolved individually between a faculty member and a student,
other faculty and students could experience the
same problem without knowing. The arbitrator
could help others avoid the problem.
Students need to trust their instructors and an
open policy to address problems can only build
trust. This is why the faculty senate needs to
address student complaints.
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Alicia Spates

Spates is a guest
columnist
for The Daily
EastemNews

Spates also is a
junior journalism
major
She can be reached at
acspates@eiu.edu

While sitting in my African•
American class, watching
Denzel Washington manage his
football team in "Remember the
Titans," the smell of smoke
filled the air on the third floor
of Blair Hall.
Still concentrating on the
movie, the room suddenly
appeared dark. The class turned
around to discover a thick, black
cloud hovering outside. I
thought it was the smokestacks
next to Blair Hall; the rest of the
class thought it was another
building. Two minutes passed
after we noticed the black
smoke and sirens were heard
down the street.
That's when it finally hit us it was our building that was on
fire. The alarms in Blair went
off, and we left the Titans and
jetted down the stairs from the
third floor. Running down the

·g
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"That's when it.finally
hit us - it was our building that was on fire."
stairs, I noticed people on the
other side of the building slowly
walking down the stairs. I don't
think they knew what we knew.
Lucky to make it outside, we
walked to one side of the building and saw smoke - the other
side, flames. I immediately
called my boyfriend to tel1 him
the news because I was freaking
out. Of all days, this had to happen on my 21st birthday.
1 rushed back to my dorm to
tell my friends about the inci•
dent, while someone from
upstairs in Pemberton was
yelling out their window, "Run,

Alicia. Run_" I finally reached
my room and dropped my stuff
off only to find the power in
Pemberton Hall was out.
I went back outside to see how
the fire was doing and because I
didn't want to stay in the hot
building of Pemberton. People
were coming out of buildings
and coming from across campus
to see the fire.
I left after a while and people
were still crowded around
watching. From students and
friends, I heard teachers let
classes out and most of the campus power was out, including the
Union.
I have to admit I was a little
scared, but more than anything
it shocked me. I'm not sure how
it got started, I told everyone.
All l know is that I'm happy I
got out of the building and my
friends were too.
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OPINION

Time to stop and smell the roses
Carly Mullady

Senior reporter
and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Mullady also is a
junior journalism
major
She can be reached at
loislayne83@aol.com
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For the past nine months, I've
anxiously awaited this- the end of
another school year. Here 1 am,
on the brink of my senior year,
realizing the past three have
flown by and I haven't given
myself much of a chance to enjoy
it all.
People claim college years are
the best years of our lives. As
three-fourths of those years are
over, l sincerely hope the "best
years" gimmick is some ploy to
promote more interest in higher
education.
From the time I transferred
here until recently. I've given fun,
friendship and even rest a back
seat to work.
I've dedicated countless hours
beyond the call of duty only to be
let down, and though I know there
are bigger and better opportunities around every corner, I can't
help but wonder what I have sacrificed along the way.
For the past three years, I've·
been a student and an employee,
but I've rarely been a person. My
true colors have been shadowed
by fears of being distracted from
some ultimate goal. It's been atypical for me to really express
myself, open up to new people or
just have fun.
It's gotten to the point where I
envy my friends who have
jumped out of airplanes and
stripped to their skivvies to take a
swim in the Kankakee River- not
because it is some admirable,
prestigious thing-but because it's
not.
.

"It's plain, simple, silly
fun - harmless for the
most part - and
something my borderline
perfectionist persona
hasn't permitted."

ously given little attention to, l
had an epiphany: No longer am I
going to live my life just working
toward a destination. but I'm also
going to be attentive and appreciative of every facet of the journey
along the way.
When I actually engaged in real
"girl talk" with my f1iend about
guys, and she said "Carly, it's so
good to see you happy, it's been a
while," I learned something I
couldn't learn through countless
lectures- that finding ways to
make myself smile needed to
move up on the list of priorities.
I had dinner with my best friend
and shopped with another friend
whom I also really missed. l had
an amll7ing time losing at miniature golf, missing 10 out of 10 free
throws and nine out of 10 layups- for once I wasn't thinking
about what the thesis for my next
paper would be or if I would
remember what part of invasion of
privacy a prosecutor would have
to prove actual malice for in court.
Instead of listening to my four
roommates and 0th.e r friends here
have a great time, I joined them
for two hours of playin g softball
in the pouring rain and going to
the theater to see a fun girl movie
with no real plot, complete with
popcorn and giggling.
Anais Nin said "And the day
came when the risk to remain
tight in a bud was greater than the
risk it took to blossom.'' Before it's
too late. I'm going to let my life
bloom and take the time to appre-

It's plain, simple, silly funharmless for the most part- and
something my borderline perfec•
tionist persona hasn't permitted.
I don't know the last time I've
been entirely happy, and I thought
sacrificing those things would be
worthwhile but looking back right
now all I have are a series of
strong efforts. While these may
prove as an advantage after I
graduate, there is still so much l
am missing.
Whereas recently the things I
have worked so hard for haven't
necessarily gone in my favor, I've
been fortunate to find blessings
through otherwise unexplored
areas. I've made a promise to
myself to re-budget my time, permitting a little more opportunity
for stopping and getting a whiff of
those roses I've heard so much
about.
Somewhere amidst unwarranted disappointment in areas where
I applied myself and unpre_Qipta.J:>J~perks in areas. r ve pre~- . r;ta!~ .il~ 2~1.!ty.• •••• •..
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There's a new Berger in town

!is.Fbrmer
rx:.:'!:::rnerliaria:n
new
speu11,tH ·

By Jennifer Peryam and Brian O'Malley
s TAFF

wRI TE Rs

Ryan Berger was elected as the
Student Senate speaker Wednesday,
beating two other candidates for the
job.
Berger ran against senate members Kyle Donash and Matt Thggart
for the position he said he has been
waiting to fill for years.
"I have been preparing for this
position for two years, and I have the
leadership, character and background
to be the speaker,'' Berger said. As the
new speaker, Berger wants to estal>lish a student grievance program so
students can play a more active role in
student government
He also plans to work with the
Internal Affairs Committee to create

more senate outings and use the committee as a watchdog.
Some of the committee changes he
plans to implement include using
bylaw requirements to push executive agendas.
"Committees need to be doing
forums on main student government
goals like Recognized Student
Organiz.ation funding and voter registration,'' Berger said.
George Lesica ended his term as
Student Senate speaker giving each
senate member advice, a promise
and a challenge in his State of the
Senate Address.
Lesica said his advice to the senate
was for each member to understand
there is more to life than having a
title.
"My advice to all of you is to constantly bear in mind the fact that
holding an office or having a title

does not make you a leader,'' he said.
Lesica told senate members any
goal can be accomplished if enough
work is done.
"My promise to you is that if you
are able to complete your goals, your
.projects, you will come away from
this organiz.ation with a great sense
of pride and accomplishment,'' he
said. "And you will gain knowledge
and wisdom that will make your road
ahead easier and more productive."
Lesica challenged each member to
find a project of interest and work on
it and said F.astern has allowed him
and the senate members_to have an
opinion on issues that affect the student body.
"That a group of people such as us,
only just beginning our long journey
through adulthood, are given such
attention and respect is humbling,''
he said.
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Ryan Berger addresses members of the Student Senate about why he
should be named new Speaker of the Senate, which he won Wednesday
night.
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Movies with Magic

~ www.l<erasot:es. com

WILL ROGERS THEATRE
Downtown Charleston • 345-9222
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Bacardi
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$1.00 BACARDI MIXERS
$3.00 BUD, BUD LIGHT "BIG GUY LITTLE

c:,uv·

$1.15

cakDne,, w-!fria $4.99
1/b ~~ baskd w-/draft $4.99 _ _ ____

BACARDI MIXERS
RAS, LIMON, 0 BOMBS
DRAFTS

Fuit Beer (jar~• sP.J-ttl Vo!uybait • B~ Ba:Jf
FUIU±uJIU • Beer Br"ea.kjMtf
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OJ Brew

Join us all week long

CoHU-eltjDf ~waYHl/weat:l,,u-

$1.00
$3.00

$1.00 LIQUID ICE RAS BOMBS

$3.00 ALL EVENING SHOWS
Only $2.50 All Shows Before 6

9-close

;)'
pm

THE PRINCE & ME (PG) DAILY 7:00
HELLBOY (PG 13) DAILY 6:45

8

SHOWPLACE
MATTOON
Off Rt 16_ East of 1-57 by Carle Clinic
MATTOON 234-8898
CHARLESTON 348-8884

:JI 6.

S4.75

All Shows Before 6 pm
Advance Ticket Sales Available

ALAMO {PG-13) Daily 3 :45, 7:00, 10:00
KILL BILL VOLUME 2 {R) Daily 4:10, 7:10, 9:20,
10:10
HOME ON THE RANGE (PG) Daily 4:30. 7:20

HRS MON-SAT 7AM -1AM

ELLA ENCHANTED {PG) Daily 4:20, 6:40, 9:10
SCOOBY-000 2: MONSTERS UNLEASHED {PG)
Daily 5:10, 7:30. 9:45

•
S~upyour
L ---

b

u

s

THE PUNISHER {R) Daily 4:00, 6:50. 9:35
LADYKILLERS (R) Daily 4:45. 7:40, 10:20

i n

e

s

s

WALKING TALL (PG-13) /Daily 5:00, 7;50. 9:55

advertise in the DEN!

FREE REFILL on Popcorn & Soft Drinks!

LAST DAY TO PURCHASE KRISPY KREME
DOUGHNUTS THIS SPRING

Tuesday, May 4, 2004
THE UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON'T MISS OUT!!!
GREAT LOW PRICES!!!

$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half dozen
$ .45 Single Donut

Great Low Prices!!!
Every Thursday at 7am
Call 581-3616 to place
your order
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Sherri Devereu
Sherri Froelic
Morgan Gill
Colleen Kape

l
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f

istine McDonnell
uffatto
pencer
Tauber

Help your parents keep in touch with
campus and tell them to subscribe
to the DE !
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Emotions
nmhigh

during
blaze
Fire:
CONT I NUED FROM PAGE 1

be. Professors whose offices were
lost in the flames will be moved to
the Clinical Services Building,
located southeast of Blair Hall.
Hencken said workers are moving desks in and putting in phone
lines and should be finished by the
morning.
Hencken, who was in Springfield
testifying to the State House for
additional funds when he learned
of the fire, said Gov. Rod
Blagojevich is very concerned with
the fire and ha_:; promised to assist
Eastern as much as possible.
State Rep. Chapin Rose, RMahomet, said "We (the state) will
do what we can to help you in the
weeks and months ahead to cope
with this."

Fire 'had a pretty good start'
The fire, which started on the
southeast side of the roof, began
shortly after 3 p.m. and blazed into

the night before it was eventually ranging from Seven Hickory
contained around 9 p.m. At press Township to Ashmore.
"Every time we have asked for
time the fire was contained howevhelp they have given it to us, no
er, it still had hot spots.
The fire was reported to 911 questions asked."
Denise Wright, who was one of
emergency dispatchers at 3:14 p.m.
from an unknown witness.
the first witnesses of the fire, said
Charleston firefighters arrived she was walking outside the buildwithin minutes with fire truck No. in~ when she noticed smoke com307 applying the first sprays of ing from the top.
water around 3:28 p.m.
"I went outside and saw smoke
Fire Chief Darrell Nees said the coming from the roof and turned to
department had complications·with Dr. (Darren) Hendrickson and Dr.
fighting the fire because of a (Craig) Eckert, 'the building is on
strong north-to-south wind. The fire,'" said Wright, a graduate stufire also "had a pretty good start," dent in family consumer sciences.
"We yelled at some kid with a cell
he said.
phone and told
B
o b
him to call 9_11."
Alexander,
"I have everything in
Mattoon fireSeveral faculthere - qll my work, my
fighter, said
ty
members
whose offices
the
"bad
student's paper, my new
were located in
thing about
computer, my
Blair were in
an old building is when
shock of how
gradebook."
quickly
the
you get the
-Janet Cosbey
wind;
you
flames burned
have old, dry
through their
belongings and
wood
that
will burn fast when it · catches class material.
(fire)."
Janet Cosbey, whose office is on
Although Blair Hall has an all the third floor close to where the
stone exterior, the walls and ceiling fire started, said she lost everyinside had aged for almost 100 thing.
years.
"I have everything in there - all
Firefighters from all over the my work, my students' papers, my
county worked together dousing new computer, my gradebook,"
the fire, which spread through the Cosbey said. "I had just left to go
third floor of the building. Blair, downstairs and·five minutes later I
which was built in 1913, is recog- was told the building was on fire."
nized as an Illinois State Historical
Diane Schaefer, who has an
Society landmark.
office right next to Cosbey, was in
Nees said he a was very pleased her 3 p.m. social problems class on
with the cooperative work between the second floor when the fire
the multiple fire departments alarm sounded.

Students and residents watch the roof collapse in Blair Hall Wednesday. No oniee-----1

"I actually had money in there,
my wallet," Cosbey said. "I know
(sociology
professor)
Reed
Benedict had a lot of priceless

things in his. But I still have my
head and everyone got out safe,
which is what's important."
Some students who were in class

OVC Baseball Title Chase
#1 Austin Peay at #2 Eastern Illinois

Coaches Stadium
""

Saturday's ·c redit Union
Money Base Jackpot...$160

Saturday-doubleheader at 1pm
SundaySingle game at 1pm
.
Play Panther Bingo!

·--------------------------------------------------------------------- • •

; • I
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Firefighters from several departments contain the fire in the late afternoon.
Area departments from Lincoln, Hutton, Ashmore, Seven Hickory-Morgan,
Mattoon among others came to assist Char1eston firefighters battle the blaze.

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS

was injured in the blaze.
before the alarms in the building," said Brian Montag, junior
physical education major. "When
I came out of the classroom only

on the third floor at the time of the
fire said they were initially
unaware of what was happening.
"We heard the fire engines

a little bit of smoke was coming
out from under the door."
Due said he saw the fire but
heard no alarm coming from the

building.
"I didn't hear it. I pulled the
pull box when I went in because I
saw the smoke and flames," Due
said.
Around 2,000 students, faculty
members and Charleston residents watched Blair Hall burn
throughout the afternoon.
City Councilman Larry Rennels
said the fire was a disaster.
Mayor Dan Cougill agreed. "It's
just sad ... that's where I went to
the first grade."
_
What happens with Blair Hall

CHARLESTON
453 Lincoln Ave.

•·

now is unknown. There will be a
structural engineer doing an initial walk through tomorrow, Jeff
Cooley, vice president for business affairs, said.
The university will do all it can
to keep the building, Cooley
added, but if the building isn't
safe for students, it will be torn
down.

DEN staffers Kevin Sampier,
Jamie Fetty, Julie Bourque,
Jessica Youngs, David Thill and
Jennifer Chiariello contributed to
this report

FAST DELIVERY

DINE-IN
CARRY-OUT
CLASSIC GRINDERS

SPECIALTY GRINDERS

Served hot on 9· of our homemade bread.

Served hot on g• of our homemade bread.

$4.65

$4.95

CLUB
Ham, turkey, bacon, lettuce, tomato, mayo &
mozzarella cheese

ROAST BEEF COMBO
Roast beef, tiam. turkey, lettuce, tomato,-mayo &
mozzarella cheese

. ·. . - , CHEESE & ·SALAMI ~ ~
Ham, salami, lettuce, tomato, mayo&·

mozzarella cheese

BOXA ORIGINAL
Harn, salami, sausage, mushroom, onion, green

BOXAMEXICO
Taco meat. tortilla Chips, onion, black olives, salsa,
lettuce, tomato, cheddar & mozzarella cheese
Slice.. $2.95 12•.. $11.99
14".. $13.99

Thinly sliced rib-eye steak, mushroom, ooioo,
green pepper, lettuce, tomato, mayo, cheddar &
. lll()ll3Jella cheese

Peweroni, pizza sauce & monarella cheese
(add additional topping - ~ each}

Tuna. Onion. lettuce, toma!D, mayo & monarella cfleese

TACO

LJ'

Chicken fajita breast, onion, jalapeno. lettuce,
tomato, salsa. nacho, cheddar & mozzarella cheese

BOXA VEGGIE

Comed beef, sauerkraut 1000 island dressing &
momrella cheese

BBQ PORK

Mushroom, onion, green pepper, black olives,
banana-pepper·rtngs, lettuce, tomato, mayo,
cheddar & mozzarella cheese

Crab & seafood. onion, lettuce, tomato, mayo &

momrella cheese

•

Fresh sausage, onion. green pepper, banana.pepper-rings, pizza sauce & mozzarella cheese

MuShrooms, onion, green pepper, black olive,
Cheddar & mozzarella cheese
Slice.. $2.95 12•.. $8.99
14".. $10.99

BLT

TACO SALAD

Sausage, hot giardiniera & mozzarella cheese
Slice.. $2.65 12•.. $8.99
14".. $10.99

Slice.. $1.95
Slice.. $1.95

BOXAWRAPS

Same 9" of homemade bread • all with

All with lettuce, tomato, mayo & provolone
cheese - wrapped in our unique flatbread

$4.25

$4.25
TURKEY
HAM & TURKEY
HAM

CHICKEN
TUNA
CRAB

' VEGGIE•

12".. $5.99

lndudts oniOn, llrwl pepper & banana-pepper-rings

TortiHa chips, taco meat. onion. black olive,
cheddar ctieese, fresh diced tomato wltti salsa &
sour cream served on the side

SIDE SALAD- $1.U
Fresh lettuce, onion, green pepper, cheddar cheese
& !Tesh diced tomato

SIDES

14".. $7.99

3 Pieces... $2,85

1 Piece ... ~

TOMATO BREAD

12".. $6.99

14".. $8.99

IIACH ADDITIONAL TOPPING
12" & 14".. $1.00

PIZZA TOPPINGS
Pecperoni, Sausage, Ham, Bacon, Chicken,
Taco Meat, Salami, Crab Meal, Tomato, Mushroom,
Onion, Black Olive, Pineapple, Green Pepper,
Jalapeoo, Giardlniera, Banana-Peeper-Rings

CHICKEN WINGS
HOT I mt:Y

Orab & seafood mixed with mayo, onion, cheddar
cheese & fresh diced tomato

CHEESY GARLIC ■READ

PU.IN CHEESE

Slice.. 35¢

lettuce, tomato, mayo & mozzarella cheese.
HAM&CHEESE
TURKEY & CHEESE
ROAST BEEF & CHEESE
HAM, TURKEY & CHEESE

cheddar cheese & fresh diced tomato

t TOPPING

Roast beef, BBQ sauce, nacho, cheddar &
monarella cheese

CHEF SALAD ,: ~:
~:.
Ham. turkey, salami, ooion, green pepper,
CRAB SALAD

ICREATE YOUR OWN PIZZA I

STROMBOLI

ALL-AMERICAN GRINDERS

14".. $10.99

HOTBOXA

BOXABEEF

Sliced meatballs, onion, green pepper, pizza sauce
& mozzarella cheese

12•.. $8.99

Grilled chicken, onion, green pepper, cheddar
. • cheese & Ir~ diced tomato

Strips of bacon, ham. mayo, _tettuce & tomato
Slice.. $2.95 12•.. $8.99
14".. $10.99

CRAB & SEAFOOD

MEATBALL

Orem~ RJnch, Italian. French, 1000 ISlafld.
BNe Cheese, Fil-free Ranch. fat-free ~ r t Vina~~

CHICKEN SALAD

14".. $9.99

BBQ CHICKEN
Chicken. onion; BBQ sauce, cheddar & mozzill'ella cheese

SOUTHWESTERN CHICKEN

VEGGIE

(add glardinlera - 50¢)

12'.. $7.99

Slice.. $2.95

BOXA BBQ pork & mozzarella cheese

Juicy Italian beef & mozzarella cheese

BOXASALADS
$4.95

BAJABOXA
Slice.. $2.45

BREAST OF CHICKEN

Seasoned taco beef, onion, black olive, lettuce.
tomato, salsa, cheddar & mozzarella cheese

ITALIAN BEEF

$5.25

Each additional topping... 35J

Ham. pineapple & mozzarella cheese

REUBEN

TUNA

Our version of the ca/zone!
Ho,rwmade C.tlzone Rtved with red ,auc,.
1 topping of choice is included.

Sausage, ham, pepperoni, mushroom, onion,
green pepper, black olive & mozzarella cheese
Slice .. $2.95
12".. $11.99
14".. $13.99

STEAK

Bacon, lettuce, tomato. mayo & mozzarella cheese

PIZZA

BO:XZONES

pepper, lettuce. tomalll. mayo &.mozzarella cheese

Chicken lajita breast, onion, green pel)per, lettuce,
tomato. mayo, cheddar & mozzarella cheese

BLT

BOXAPIZZA
BOXA EVERYTHING

RD

6-PACK...$2.99
12-PACK.•.$5.99

DELIVERY ORDERS WILL INCLUDE A DELIVERY CHARGf OF 85c

BBQ

3 Pieces... $2.95

1 Piece... $!.15

BREW CITY FRENCH FRIES ....$1.95
BREW CITY CHOSE FRIES .,_,$2.25
NACHOS & CHEESE ....................$2.95
NACHO SUPREME ........................$4.95
Clllps, taco meat, onlOn, blact olive. lettuce, tomato,
nacho & cheddar cheese w/salsa & soor cream on Side

FRITO LAY CHIPS ........................ 80t
Regular, Baked Lays, B80, Sou, Cream, Oorilos

DESSERTS
CINNAMON MEAD
3 Pieces... $2.85

1 Piece... 95¢

CNOCOLAU CHIP COOKIE ........50¢

-J
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP

WANTED

HELP

Senior lady seeks EI U student(s)
for extra help to cl ear/rearrange
9x16 storage unit during intersession and/or summer. Phone 3481550. Leave message, clearly
state name, phone number, available free hours and days.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 4/ 29
Caring individuals needed to
work with adults w ith developmental disabilities in a group
home setting stressing com munity integrated living . Now
hiring FT and PT positions.
Apply in person at Tull House,
1911 18th St.,Charleston; 3453552.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30
Now Hiring Hostesses & waitresses. Mattoon Golfing Country
Club. 234-8831.
_ _ __ _ __ _ _ 4/30
Are you looking for part-time
work? Going to be around this
summer? Ruffalo Cody is now hiring
for
Professional
Communications Representatives.
No sales call required. Call today
217-345-1303
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/ 30
Summer work! Excellent Pay!
Local office has several PT customers
sales
openings.
Conditions apply. All ages 18+.
Details
217-34 7-8884.
·www.workforstudents.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
Student Workers needed to help
market new luxury student housing complex. Hourly wage plus
comm ission . Please call 3456001 .
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 00
Press help needed for summer
at the DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sunday night & Tuesday night
10:00pm - 2:00am . Apply in person 1802 Buzzard Hall.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

WANTED

Need Money? Student advisors
are needed for 120 unit off-campus EIU apartment community.
On-site training, cash referrals •
and generous hourly salaries are
included. Call toll free, 1-866594 -5470 to schedule an
appointment with
Kimberly
Sanders.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
The c ity of Arcola has an opening for an Engineering Intern .
This position involves a limited
technical and working knowledge of engineering and construction technology practices.
The work involves field inspections in a building inspection
program. The intern will work
as part of a team, utilizing team
concepts, with - facilitation by
full-time staff. The successful
applicant must have excellent
communication , goal setting
and time management skills.
The intern position is intended
to be a learning opportunity for
a college student in engineering , construction technology or
a related field . The position w ill
be temporary, approximately
12 weeks , with full-time hours
during the summer period and
some evening hours required .
Salary: $7-$8 depending on
experience. Interested students must apply by May 6 ,
2004 to the City of Arcola, 114
N. Locust St., PO Box 215,
Arcola , IL 61910 . 217-2684966. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
Babysitter needed. 2 children.
31 /2 year old and newborn. For
pool , park, and fun . Monday
through Friday. 7:45am to 5pm.
234-7493
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/7

FOR

RENT

FOR

For Rent: Girls Only: 2 bedroom
apt. across from Buzzard. Call
345-2652.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/29
2 BR Apts 1 1/ 2 or 2 baths, dishwasher, W/D included . NO
PETS. Close to campus. Call
345-9267
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 4/30
New price!!! 4 BR House
Dishwasher/washer/dryer/AC .
Large rooms , basement. Call
now 348-0157 or www.lanmanproperties.com
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 4/30
3 bedroom apartment. 2 blocks
from campus. $235 each/month.
Off street parking and trash
included. 345-3554
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 4/30
Room for rent: $200/month +
utilities located in Charleston.
For more info, contact Neil 217820-6696.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30
3 BEDROOM APT. LOCATED AT
202 1/ 2 6TH ST. CARPETED,
NEW KITCHEN BATH WITH
SHOWER, A/C WASHER &
DRYER CALL 345-7522 AFTER
5:30 345-9462.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3

RENT

FOR

Jim Wood ,

NOW they do! And w/d, a/c, dishwasher,
and 21 /2 baths.
From $188-$252 a person.

Studio 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments

Limited Time 3 Bedroom Rent Special

Realtor

~

"'"'~,·

L=J

Jim Wood, Realtor • 1512 A Street P.O. Box 377 • Charleston, IL 61920
217.345.4489 • Fax 217.345.4472
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Classified ad form

11Je~.ebtlork1tme,

Crossword

ACROSS

Name:
Address:
Phone: ·

Student: O Yes O No

Under classification of:

Amount due: $

Payment:
Check No.

Dates to run:
Ad to read:

r

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 1Ocents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

32Best friend 's
dinner,
maybe

1Run up
6Building
block
33Musical
selection
11 It's a mess
14Range
36Racing iniorphan
tials
15Oscar winner 39Liquid
Zellweger
(refrigerant)

Edited by Will Shortz

53"Charge"
missing from
18- 20- 55and 61- '
Across, and
11- and
28-Down
54"Wishing
won 't make

2

3

4

5

No. 0318
7

8

9

14
17

20

,,...-1-----

55Plum permit? 1:,,32
61 Popular pen
by crook, e.g.
39
pitcher?
63Scamp
41 Plains tribe
42
64Quirk
42Camera
65Soccer great
(film festival
Maradona
prize)
66Oil holder
43Pounding
54
67When Can.
tool
celebrates
Thanksgiving 61
44Folk singer
68Sound some 64
Seeger
strings
45Cable giant
67
69Nations
Unies mem47Wizard
Puzzle by Lee Glickstein and Nancy Salomon
bers
491950's
1OSushi stock
34Single-edged
Firedomes
knife
11Actuary?
DOWN
35First
name in
12Nutty
cake
1Extra: Abbr.
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE
cooking
13Couples
2Extra
S l "I
37Lug
3Like a kid at 19Point on a
.1 3 n
line graph
the circus
38Equal
21Bottom,
4Buck
41 International
slangily
5
trade place
~rT:i:~ appro- 25Cookie hold43S.F. hours
6Florence's
er
river
26Domain
46Nitwit
7Unsuccessful 27Blue Bonnet, 48Make do
candidate in
e.g.
the 2004 pri- 28Athlete wor- 49Mark of conformity?
sh1pers?
maries
3 ,
50Work
o 1:1 a 8Ahead of the 29Some spa
pack
mixtures
900
51Footnote
.,, w.,, 9Amish gro~h, 301ssu.es
abbr.

16"This

Expiration code (office use only):
Compositor: _ _
Person accepting ad:
No. words / days: _ _

Storage units available for summer! Call 345-1266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
For Fall , spacious 2 bedroom w/
washer/ dryer, trash paid, central
air. $275 per person. 345-5088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
Nice 2 bedroom house with
washer & dryer available for Fall
at $550 per month . 345-5088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
For Fall 1 bedroom, freshly
remodeled, full bath, central air,
private porch area. $400 per
month. 345-5088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
For fall , awesome 5 bedroom apt
has washer/ dryer, trash paid.
Exjra large bathroom with 2 of
everything. Willing to put 3 or 4
students in rather than 5 if needed. 345 -5088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
For Fall , cute one bedroom
house with carport. $450 per
month. 345-5088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
Nice 6 bdrm, 2 bath house.
D/W, newly remodeled , semi-furnished, no pets. Close to EIU.
Shared utilities, trash paid, parking. 520-990-7723 or 630-3022676.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Nice 2 bdrm apt, A/C , furnished,
close to EIU. No pets, shared
utilities, trash pd, parking. $250
each. 520-990-7723 or 630-3022676.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .5 /3
3 BR house C/A, DW, W/ D, trash
paid, close to EIU. NO PETS.
520-990-7723 or 630-302-2676.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5 /3
1 bdrm -9th St, Charleston.
Water/Trash pd-furnished. 2595637 Very nice and great location.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3

What if Brittany Ridge Townhouses
had new carpet & vinyl, and DSL, phone,
& cable jacks in each bedroom?

Jim Wood, Realtor

m
Lil

RENT

Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apart ents

~~~·

J im Wood , Realt o r
15 12 A S tr e et P. O . Bo x 377
C h ar le sto n , IL 619 2 0
21 7 34 5 -4 489 -- Fa x 3 4 5- 4472

FOR

2 BR. water & trash included,
3BR HOUSE, fresh carpet,
refrigerator, stove, A/C , deposit,
block to Stadium, w/d , central
ale. $700/ 12 months for 3 tenlease, no PETS. $375 call Jeff
Ht1dson, broker 345-1 281
ants. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _· 4/30
Jim Wood , Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30
Campbell
Apts.
Hi- Speed
Internet. 70 Channel TV, water,
2BR apts near Buzzard. $460/ 12
trash , some heat 1/2/3 bdrm.
months, water incl. Low utilities,
efficiency studio 345-3754 or
A/C, coin laundry, ample park345-3756.
ing. 345-4489 Wood Rentals,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30
Jim Wood, Realtor
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 4/30
Unique 2 bdrm apts available.
Sundeck, cathedral ceilings, off
1 person looking for a roomy
street parking. A/C, furnished,
apt? Try this 2BR priced for one
@ $350/mo. Cable TV and water
trash & water included. 10-12
month lease. $250/month. Call
incl. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
348-0819. Leave message. ,
Jim Wood , Realtor.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _4/ 30
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30
ONE PERSON APTS to preserve
2BR moneysaver @ $190/peryour privacy. A variety from
son . Cable&water incl. Don 't
$250-$400/ month .
345-4489
it. 345-4489, Wood
miss
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood ,
Rentals, Jim Wood , Realtor.
_
_
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30
Realtor.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 4/30
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouses,
Grad student, faculty, staff. Apts
available now or 2004-2005 for
for 1 person, close to EIU. $3002-5 tenants. DSL wiring. 345$350. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Jim Wood , Realtor.
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30
2 BR apts., CIA , 2 blocks from
NEAT 3BR house for 3 QUIET
campus. 345-9636 after 5 p.m.
. residents . Fresh carpet, vinyl ,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30
cabinets. Washer/dryer, ale.
$660 month. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood , Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30
GREAT LOCATION LARGE ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
WATER, TRASH PAID 10 OR 12
MONTH LEASE 348-0209.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30
Great 3 BR apts. available at discounted p"rices! Excellent locations on 7th or 9th St. Fully furnished and excellant condition.
We also have a few openings for
1 or 2 people to be placed with
other groups. Unique Properties.
345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30

NOW it's time to find a place,
to decide where.
1&2 person apts. , 3&4 BR houses,
Brittany Ridge Townhouses for 2-5.

,W

RENT

shall pass"
17Hippo tail?
18Zoo for newborns?
20Ceremonial
drumstick?
22Suffix with
sermon
23Stretch out
24"A Taste for
Death"
author
26Fall behind in
a race 31 Police blotter
abbr.

40By hook or

,

52So-called
"cradle of civilization"
56Sauce brand
57_-Penh
58The rain in
Spain
59Tallow source
60Some volleyball hits
62Bar-goers'
needs
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Massages
available for
finals stress
Bryan Marchione
STAFF WRITER
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR

RENT

208 1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED
A/C SHOWER WASHER &
DRYER $500.00 PER MONTH.
AVAILABLE JULY 1, 2004 3457522 AFTER 5:30 CALL 3459462 ASK FOR LARRY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
Single Apartment Fall semester-mature student near campus, utilities included. 10/12,
$335. 345-7678.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Now leasing for Fall 2004, 3
bdrm house. Good 4th St location, good parking. $225 each.
217-897-6266 or 898-9143.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Now leasing for Fall 2004 large
4 bdrm house, available for
group rental. Good 4th St location , good parking. $250 each.
217-897-6266 or 898-9143.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
3 bdrm apts., close to campus,
Cen air, ceiling fans, washer,
dryer, DSL, pets considered,
great rates! Call 346-3583.
I
5/3
Mini storage available. $30 per
month and up. 3 month minimun . May phone 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
4 bedroom house, 1107
Lincoln. Available July 15th.
$700 month. 345-4030.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
For Rent: 2 BR partially furnished
apt. on square. water and trash
paid, lease. Call 345-4336
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
1 & 2 BR apts. Large, furnished
available for summer & or next
school year. Cats OK! Ideal for
couples. 741-5 6th street. Call
581-7729 (w) or 345-6127 (H).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
4-6 students needed in August
for nice, clean, cute house at
2019 11th St. 345-6100. ·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
3 bdrm duplex available
August. W/D included. 2009
11th St. 345-6100.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 bdrm duplex available June.
2007 11th St. W/D included.
345-6100.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
SEITSINGER RENTAL HOUSE:
1074 10TH ST. 1 1/2 BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS . AVAILABLE
SUMMER ONLY. 2-3 PERSONS.
COMPLETELY
FURNISHED.
W/D & AIR . CALL 345-7136.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
REDUCED RATES. 2/3 BDRM
APTS. FALUSPRING 04/05, 10
MONTH LEASE. GREAT LOCATION,OFF STREET PARKING.
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO
PETS. 348-8305 OR 549-9092.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,00
1 bedroom duplex available
June 1st. $200/month includes
trash. 345-4010.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,00
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing
now 1,2&3 bedroom units.
Good locations, nice apartments, off street parking, trash
paid. No pets. 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
3 BEDROOM HSE for Fall
2004, large rooms, w/d, A/C,
no pets, parking & trash pickup
345:7286.
incl
www.jwilliamsrentals
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FOR

RENT

4-6 Bedroom house 1 block off
campus on 7th St. Also, I
house with 4 apartments. One
2 bedroom and 3 studio apartments. Will rent individually or
as a 5 bedroom. Furnished or
unfurnished. Call 728-8709 or
page 1-800-412-1310
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
House close to campus for 3 to
4 students. Two bathrooms,
washer/dryer, low utilities. 3480614.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
4 BR 2 B. W/D TRASH
INCLUDED. PHONE 345-7244
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
3 bedroom furnished apartment. Utilities included. Close
to campus. Call 345-6885
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
2 bedroom apt available Jan
1st! Furnished and trash paid.
Close to campus. 345-5088
_ _ _ __ _ _ ___ 00
1 & 2 BEDROOM apts for Fall
2004, gooa loc., excellent condition, 10 & 12 mo leases.
Parking & trash pickup included . No
pets, 345-7286.
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Hey! 2 bedroom furnished
apartment, next to park at
1111 2nd St. Water, trash, and
laundry included. 2/$250 or
1/$350. 10 or 12 month lease
available. Call now at 549-1957
or 348-5427.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
campus. 4 locations to choose
from. Call 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Exce ptionally economical! 1
bedroom
apt.
with
loft.
Furnished for a single or couple. $375 month. For one or
$430 month for two. 1 block
north of O'Brien Field. For
school year 2004-2005. Call
Jan 345-8350
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 04-05. PLENTY OF OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER
AND TRASH INCLUDED. CALL
345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
. STUDENTS.
BUZZARD
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large
2 BR apts. available @ 2020
10t.h. Call 345.6000 to see!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FOR

RENT

ROOMMATES

4 bedroom house, 2 bath, W/D,
low utilities, close to campus.
888-637-2373
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Tired of apartment living? Riley
Creek Properties has clean
three bedroom homes, close to
campus and shopping, available for 2004-2005 school
year. Water and trash service
included. Pets considered with
additional deposit. Call for
terms and availability. 54937 41. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,00
Nice 3 bedroom house.
Completely remodeled, nice
yard, W/D, dishwasher, deck.
345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
April special on 2 bedroom furnished apartment. 10 month
lease, 2 1/2 blocks from campus. 345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Female roommate for clean 4
bedroom house. W/D and trash.
$270/month. This week only!
First month's rent FREEi Call
708-567-2698.
__________ 4/30
Female roommate needed for
Fall 04-Spring 05. Apartment is
close to campus. Call 5495467
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
Female rommate clean 4BR
House 1018 4th St. w/d trash.
$270mo. Ask for Katie or Tina
345-6052 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
ROOMMATE NEEDED: 4 bedroom house, close to campus.
For more info call Kati 1-708217-2082 or Samantha 1-708606-1718.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Limited semester leases available. Call Lindsey 348.1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

1 BR APT- Stove, refrig, dishwasher, A/C, W/D Hookup.
Trash pd, $425. mo 1 person.
605 W, Grant www.charlestonilapts.net 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Roommates for 3 BR furnished apartments. $290 per
person. 1509 S. 2nd . Call
346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

2 BR APT with garage, stove,
refrig , .microwave, dishwasher,
ale. Water/trash pd. $250 month
x 2 people. $435 mo 1 person.
955 4th Street. 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

SUBLESSORS

2 BR APT stove, refrig ,
microwave, A/C . Trash pd, $230
mo x 2 people. $395 mo 1 person . 2001 S. 12th. 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
OPENING AUGUST 1 BR LUX~
URY APT. 905 A. Street. 1 BR
with stove, refrig with icemaker, dishwasher, microwave,
A/C, W/D in each apt. $475 mo
1 person. Limited garages
avail. $75 mo. 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

NON

SEQUITUR

Sublessor needed for summer
semester. 1 roommate needed
for 3br 2 bath apt. Washer/dryer
large bedroom. Brand new
apartment. $275 mo.+ utilities.
Call 1-618-843-2024.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30
Sublessor needed , Summer
2004, clean apartment near
rec, parking and trash included, Call 847-217-1088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3

FOR

SALE

FOR

SALE

Painted wood loft: $50 (OBO)
tools included. Call 581-2196.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30
Perfect graduation gift! 1997 red
Firebird Convertible, low miles,
great shape. Asking $11,000.
Call 348-8781.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
Brick 4 bedroom, 2 bath with
firepalce,
basement
and
attached garage. 2403 Terrace _
Lane. 2 blocks south of EIU
campus. For sale by owner.
348-8974
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/16

ANNOUNCEMENTS
A career journey begins w/ a
single stop at Chicago Job
Resource. www.chicagojobresource.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/30
Community Thrift Store: Open
Mon-Sat 9 to 5pm. 2 blocks
West at Fairgrounds on Madison
348-8362.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
DON 'T THROW AWAY! Any
clothing, shoes, purses, etc. No
furniture
or
appliances.
Donations only! Bring to 722
Jackson Ave.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3

Available in May-1 BR wfth
water and trash included .
$370/mo. Buchanan St. apartments . 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

,.

PERSONALS
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested
in a yearbook of your senior .
year, and are not sure how to
pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802
Buzzard Hall, and for only $4 we
will mail you a copy in the Fall
when they are published. Call
581-2812 for more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

The Stress Free Zone:
♦

Date: Thursday

♦

Time: 2-5 p.m.

♦

Where: Martin Luther

King Jr. University Union
Walkway

BY WILEY MILLER
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ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509
S. 2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts,
low utilities. New carpet and
new furniture. Leasing for
Spring 2004 and Fall 2003
semesters. Call 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished, parking, laundry, FREE
DSL Fast internet, $490. 913
and 917 4th St. 235-0405 or
317-3085.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,00
Now Leasing for Fall 2004:
Studios, 2 and 3 bedroom
apartments, 3 bedroom houses
and a large home for 7 people
located within 3 blocks or less
from campus. Call 348-0006
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Students feeling stressed
before finals can get some
relief thanks to the Health
Education Resource Center.
The center is providing students with an opportunity to get
rid of some of the stress they
experience before finals by
providing a Stress Free Zone.
The program will treat students with different types of
massages as well as other services. Free Swedish massages
and chair massages are being
offered in the "zone."
Aromatherapy products and
other special massage products
wit~ potential for relieving the
stress of finals will also be
offered.
"It's important to do something like this," said Rachel
professional
Pinson,
a
masseuse, who will be offering
her expertise at the Stress Free
Zone. "This is the time of year
when people get stressed out
and receiving a massage is one
easy way to relieve that stress."
This is a preview for what is
to come next year as the Stress
Free Zone will be moved into
the Health Education Resource
Center, which is located on the
third floor of the ·student
resource building.
"You need something that
will help you relax as finals
approach," Jack Foran, senior
journalism
major,
said.
"Whatever services they are
offering should be taken advantage of by students."
David Heffernan, freshman
business major, said '1l fO\Jld,-go
for a massage. The university is
showing that they truly care
about students by giving them
something that will ultimately
help in reducing the stress of
finals week."
The Stress Free Zone is
scheduled
for
2-5 p.m.
Thursday in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union
Walkway.
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♦

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT

Gamecocks and Racers win pair of OVC titles
♦ Men finish second to last,
women fifth as teams still
winless in OVC Tournament

By Matthew Stevens

Mens Standings

Womens Standings

♦

1 - Jacksonville State (302-298-306=906)

♦

1 - Murray State (325-315-323=963,)

♦

2 - Murray State (302-304-304=910)

♦

2 - Tennessee Tech (323-328-326=977)

♦

3 - Eastern Kentucky (307-310-301 =918) . .

♦

3 - Jacksonville State (327-334~28=989)

♦

10- Eastern Illinois (310-323-318=951)

♦

5 - Eastern Illinois (352-345-347=1044)

SPORTS REPORTER

Jacksonville State and Murray State
decided to be selfish with all the awards and
honors during the 2004 Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament.
The Gamecock men and Racer women
won both the individual medalist honors and
the team title at the event today.
On the men's side of the event, _a pair of
Gamecocks were tied for the medalist honors after the 54-hole event was finished.
Nick Mackay and Matias Anselmo decided
to share the honor as teammates instead of
continuing the event through a suddendeath playoff.
The reason for the tie was Mackay and
Anselmo must not have wanted to delay
the team party. The Gamecocks took the
team title with a final score of 906, four
shots ahead of the Murray State Racers
who were the only other school in contention going into the final day.

11 teams in field

Jacksonville State has now taken an
unusual back-to-back conference championship as they won the Atlantic Sun
Conference Tournament last season
before moving to the OVC in 2003.
Eastern senior Kyle Maxwell teed off
early in the day attempting to make the
biggest comeback in OVC history to get his
first collegiate victory. The Panthers' number one player nearly erased a 12-shot
deficit and tied the tournament-low round of
1-under-par 71 to finish alone in sixth, four
strokes back. Maxwell started the round
bogey, double bogey, bogey and was suddenly 16 strokes back. The Windsor native
played the final 15 holes at 5-under-par to
finish at 9-over-par 226. The Panther men
finished 11th out of 12 teams.

.

~v

-

8 teams in field
£'',l:"

The individual title came down to the final
few holes between three players.
2002 OVC individual champion and
player of the year senior, Robert
Dinwiddie from Tennessee State, held a
one-stroke lead as he approached the pars 18th hole. In the final hole of his college
career, Dinwiddie made a triple-bogey 8
to eventually lose the golf tournament by
two strokes.
,
And then the tournament was down to
two. Senior Matias Anselmo played the back
nine at 4-over-par 40 which included a bogey
on the final hole. His teammate Nick
Mackay made a late charge toward the tournament title by having one of the best final
nine holes in OVC history. The junior played
the back nine at 3-under-par 33 which

included a birdie on the 17th and 18th hole to
shoot a final round 74 and post a three-day
total of 7-over 223.
The leader to begin the day was Murray
State's Kyle Shirley but the overnight lead
proved too much for the Racer as he shot.a
final-round 82 which included a pair of
triple bogeys and fell to tied for fourth at
226.
Murray State dominated the women's
tournament for the opening shot and won
the team title by 14 strokes over Tennessee
Tech.
Racers senior Nikki Orazine took the individual title by five strokes as she posted a
·
18-over 234.
Orazine was consistent in all phases of the
game by being in the top 10 in every category including par 3, par 4 and par 5 scoring
average. Eastern finished in fifth place, one
shot ahead of Austin Peay and the Panthers
highest finisher was senior Dale Morris who
shot a 251 which placed her in 13th by the
end of the event.
Both Eastern team's streak of not winning
the OVC team and individual title continues
for another year as the Panthers have never
won the event since joining the conference
in 1996.

Roe(( on S+uer+z!
You finally made the paper!

Happy 22nd!

I.
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14114TH ST. 345.1075
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Cards fall 3-9 at Busch
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Brett Myers · regular rest.
"I think it would be unfair to say
has a solution if he continues to
struggle in the Philadelphia he's not starting in five days,"
Phillies' rotation.
Bowa said. "But he's definitely got
For one night, it proved success- to improve."
Madson, 23, wasn't about to
ful.
Ryan 'Madson bailed out Myers lobby for a spot.
"It's not up to me," he said. "I'm
with four innings of one-hit relief
in the Phillies' 6-3 victory over the sure you've talked to Bowa about
St. Louis Cardinals on Wednesday that and I don't care.
night.
"I'm happy where I'm at right
Myers has a 7.36 ERA in three now and I just want to do a good job
starts and he said if it continues with my role, like I've always
he'd expect Madson to replace him. said."
,
"I'm going to come around &nd it
Edgar Renteria had two RBIs
had better be soon," Myers said. for the Cardinals, who fell to 3-9 at
"Because if not I'm not going to be home. That's their worst start since
happy. I'll suggest they put Ryan in they also were 3-9 in 1990.
there if I keep pitching like this."
Pinch-runner Marlon Byrd
For now, the Phillies will stick scored on an infield grounder to
with the status quo. Manager Larry snap a tie in a three-run ninth for
Bowa said Myers, who has worked the Phillies. Pat Burrell had a twoon 11 days' and five days' rest this run double, giving him five hits
season, will make his next start on and five RBIs the first two games

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS

Freshman outfielder Katy Steele, Saturday against Jacksonville State, tried to be a catalyst with a two-out double
in the fifth inning. The team then failed to score against Tennessee-Martin Wednesday afternoon at Williams Field.

Soft:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

decided to walk Short and pitch to
first baseman Mandy Lindwall.
The usually dependable first baseman, couldn't come through for
Eastern though, as she struck out
with the tying run on second base.
"Today, for the most part, I was
proud of how we were able to get
runners in scoring position,"
Searle said. "But it was frustrating
because we couldn't get the key
hits in those situations."
These- offensive situations in

which Eastern could not come
through failed to help out freshman pitcher Heather Hoeschen.
Both Hoeschen and Davis completed the game, but it was Davis who
ended the game credited with the
victory.
But by no means does that mean
that Hoeschen was outpitched. In
fact, two of the three runs that
Hoeschen did give up were
unearned, as opposed to Davis
whose two runs were both earned.
"You have to give a lot of credit
to their pitcher (Davis)," Searle
said. "She was overpowering on
the mound, but we did a good job
getting -runners -on base. We-just

F.

1·

couldn't drive them in."
Hoeschen, however, stuck to the
game plan that her coach gave her
before the game and followed close
to exactly what her coach wanted.
The plan just consisted of getting and staying ahead of the
Seahawk hitters in every count.
But the couple of batters that
Hoeschen did fall behind were the
ones who did the damage.
Freshman second basemen and
number nine hitter in the lineup,
Fallon Lowery came up with the
big hit for UTM. Her hit brought
in two runs and made the score 3-1
which was enough to hold up for
the rest of the game.

NEW YORK (AP) - Cubs pitcher Kerry Wood was suspended for
five games and Chicago manager
Dusty Baker for one g~me
Wednesday
for
confronting
umpires during their recent series
against Cincinnati.
Wood said he would appeal the
penalty, and will continue to play
until a hearing is held.
Baker, as manager, is not
allowed to appeal. He served his
suspension during Wednesday
night's game at Arizona.
"This is my first suspension in
my entire life anywhere - elementary, junior, high school, college,
any team anywhere," Baker said.
The penalties were handed out
by Bob Watson, baseball's vice
president-for-on-field eperations. •

Baker was upset that he had no
opportunity to express his side of
the story.
"But I guess when Judge Roy
Bean makes a decision, it sticks,"
Baker said. "You have no choice."
Baker said he called home to tell
his wife, who explained to their
young son, Darren, why his dad
wasn't managing the game.
"She told him I was getting a
timeout for a temper tantrum,"
Baker said.
Baker said he was told he was
suspended for inciting the crowd to
throw things on the field and for
obscene language in front of kids.
"I don't swear usually, especially
in front of children," Baker said,
"so I apologize to the kids and their
parents for th'at' acti{)n." '' •
I

$6.99 Student Value Menu
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677 Lincoln Ave
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FREE DELIVERY
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Minimum order for
Delivery $6.99.
Expires 5/31 /04

1. Large Pizza with 1-topping
2. 10 Buffalo Wings & Bread sticks
3. Medium 2-topping Pizza
& 2 20oz. Bottles of Coke
4. Small 1-topping Pizza
& Breadsticks
5. Small 1-topping Pizza
& a 20oz. Bottle of Coke
6. 2 Small Cheese Pizzas
7. 8 Breadsticks, 8 Double Cheesy
Bread , & 8 Cinnastix
Late Night Pick-up Special
1 Pizza with 1-topping/Carryout Only
Small
Medium
Large
$2.99
$3.99
$5.99
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Panther sports calendar
SATURDAY

THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS

Baseball vs. Austin Peay(2)
Softball at Tennessee State(2)

1 p.m. Coaches Stadium
1 p.m. Away
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TWO-POINT
CONVERSION
Dan Renick
ASSOCIATE
SPORTS EDITOR

BCS is
confusing
my bowls
Ever since its conception in
1998, the Bowl Championship
Series has been met with
resistance. That resistance is
about to get a lot stronger.
In February, the BCS agreed
to add a fifth bowl game to the
National Championship rotation
pending market evaluations.
Not a bad idea, I guess. But
here's the first problem. They
would tie a "host" conference
to each bowl game. Great, now
the BCS conferences can tighten their stranglehold on college football even further.
Here's the bigger problem.
The BCS wants to add a sixth
bowl game that will ultimately
decide the national champion.
What the heck are the first
five games for then? That's
just going to make things more
difficult when what college
football needs right now is to
simplify. And they don't need
to add a game because somebody got jipped out of a title
shot this year. 1hie it has happened before, like when
Michigan and Nebraska shared
a title, but that was because of
contracts between the PAC-10,
the Bi~ l'en and the Rose Bowl.
I i.fon't tfiirlk they heed to go
changing the whole system
because USC got screwed. This
was just a rare occasion where
a system put in place, the BCS
computer formula, didn't work.
First off, the idea that a
computer formula can pick a
champion is ridiculous. That
has been said a million times
already, but throwing in more
games and giving closer ties to
the five BCS conferences (The
Big Ten, The Big 12, The ACC,
The SEC and The PAC-10) will
only make matters worse.
The PAC-10 has come out
with strongest opposition of
the changes, which strikes me
as very surprising considering
USC could have benefited
from this system last year
when they got snubbed by the
BCS. There is also suspicion
from conference officials that
this is the first step in changing college football to a playoff
system.
Many critics of the BCS
think a playoff system would
be the solution to the corporate
takeover that appears headed
to the gridiron. On the other
hand, I think this will move
college football away from its
roots and alienate fans even
further.
One of my favorite times of
the year is college bowl week. I
cherjsh the cold days of winter
breaK when I can huddle up on
my warm couch and watch college football for hours on end.
If they take that away from
me there will be a price to pay.
O.K. I'm just one man and
there's nothing I can do about
it, but I swear, I won't be
happy.
Back to the point, though. I
think college football needs to
return to the old polls they
used before any of this BCS
hoopla. There may be some
controversy in the old system,
but that's part of the game.
I just want to enjoy college
football again, like I did before
the BCS . .
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Nail-biter steadies team
By Michael Gilbert
STAFF WRITER
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Senior second baseman Chris Uhle, pictured here against Western Illinois
April 6 at Coaches Stadium, started the rally in the ninth inning.
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After dropping a game Tuesday
to the University of Illinois,
Eastern resumed its mastery over
in-state schools by pulling out a
ninth-inning victory against
Illinois State Wednesday.
The Panthers broke a 6-6 tie in
the ninth by scoring two runs on
four hits and then held off the
Redbirds' threat to tie the game
after they had tallied a run and had
a runner on third.
Senior second baseman Chris
Uhle started the ninth inning rally
with a one-out double down the left
field line that helped the Panthers
improve to 5-1 against Illinois
schools on the season. With Uhle in
scoring position, fellow senior
Kyle Haines drove home his double · play partner with a single to
center field to give Eastern a 7-6
lead.
After singles by freshmen Ryan
Campbell and Kevin Carkeek, the
Panthers picked up a key insurance run when Pete Stone was hit
by a pitch to score Haines. Eastern
failed to add more damage when
centerfielder Marcus Jackson
struck out with the bases loaded.
Illinois State came back with its
own rally in the bottom half of the
inning off Panther reliever Chris
Vaculik. The frame appeared to
start innocently enough as leadoff
hitter Chris Sheperd hit a routine
ground ball to second base, but the
ball was misplayed by Uhle allowing Sheperd to reach first. Sheperd
moved to third on a single by first
baseman Jay Molina, and the
Redbirds loaded the ~ags after
Vaculik walked Matt Bolt. Illinois
State cut the lead in half when designated hitter Lucas Baughman hit
a sacrifice fly to right field scoring
Sheperd. With two outs and. the
winning run on the bases, Vaculik
struck out Kyle O'Brien to end the
ballgame allowing the Panthers to
escape Normal with the victory.
After a lackluster performance
against Illinois just 24 hours earlier, Eastern head coach Jimmy
Schmitz was quite pleased with the
performance turned in by the
Panthers.
"This was an excellent game,"
Schmitz said. "It was important to
come back with a win after a disappointing loss [Tuesday]."
A big reason the Panthers were
able to pick up the non-conference
win was the play of designated hitter Paul Dean. After a three RBI
game against the Illini, Dean
stayed hot at the plate with a tworun homer Wednesday.
''Paul Dean came up big for us
with the home run," Schmitz said.
"Earlier in the season he was playing well and wasn't swinging the
bat well, but he has answered his
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Batters

Away: Catk:eek (4

AS~ 3 H, 1 R, 2

Haines (5 AB, 1 H;3 R, 1 ·Ren,
Home: Molina (5 AB, 3 H, 2 R, 1 RBO/ ·
Whitney (5 AB, 2 H, 1 R, 0 RBI).

LOB: Away 8, Home 9. 2B: Uhle, Carkeek, :;
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j"ltone. HR: Dean, E; Ohle, Haines,
Hernandez, • Whitney {5), Molina (11/P
· Baughman (10), Kopach 2 (7), Puntney (1j. •.
Away walks: 2. Away strikeouts: 7
Home walks: 6. Home strikeouts: 6

Pitchers
Away: Vaculik l2 INN, 3 H, 2 R, 0 ER, 1 SB,
1 SO}, Bouchee (2 INl)I; 3 H, 2 R, t ER, 2 >

ae;osoi.

·

Home: Baughmal) (4.INN, 3 H, 3 R, 2 ER,
-. 2BB, 5 SO), Puntney (2 INN, 3 H, 2 R, 0 ER, ''
J) BB, OSO).
'
ilVP, Vaculik (5-1), HLD: None SV: None.
LP: Theisen (2•4).

"It was important to
come back with a win
after a disappointing
loss."
-Jimmy Schmitz, baseball coach

innings, the Redbirds came back
with three in the seventh and one
in the eighth to tie the game and
set up the deciding ninth inning.
Vaculik pitched the eighth and
the ninth to pick up his fifth win
against one loss on the season.
Illinois State hurler Eric Theisen
(2-4) surrendered both runs in the
ninth to suffer the loss.
The two teams combined to use
ten pitchers and commit ten errors
on a day when the wind was blowing out at over 35 mph.
"There was a lot of errors today
and we committed four of them,"
Schmitz said. "The field was hard
as could be and it was terrible
playing conditions."
But the Panthers (17-22, 10-5
OVC) overcame the elements and
will next head into a crucial threegame conference showdown with
first-place Austin Peay starting
with a doubleheader Saturday.
"This is a big weekend," Schmitz
said. "People need to get out of the
library and root us on against
Austin Peay."
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Late rally thwarted in squeeker
By Aaron Seidlitz
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TennesseeMartin
(18-.31, 6-14)

(30-19, 13-7)
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Batters
Away walks: 2 Away strikeouts: 4
Home walks: 4 Home strikeouts: 4

Pitchers
WP: Dav_is (15-7). HLD: None

LP: Hoeschen (6-10).

SV: None

While Blair Hall was ablaze, the
Eastern bats were not quite as hot
due to Tennessee Martin's pitcher
Nicole Davis.
The Skyhawk pitcher limited the
Panthers to two runs, while her
offense squeaked out a victory by
tallying three runs.
The 3-2 game was capped when
freshman Sandyn Short, who leads
the Panthers in just about every
offensive category, struck out on a
Davis fastball. Runners, at the
time, were on first and second.

But the offensive threat in the
bottom·of the seventh inning could
have done more damage against
the Skyhawks if a play had gone
their way to start the inning.
To lead off that inning, center
fielder Jessica Irps laid down a
near-perfect bunt and looked like
she had beat the throw to first
base. But the umpire disagreed
and called Irps out on what became
a bang-bang play at the bag.
"There were a couple of plays
that just didn't end up going our
way like that,'' Eastern manager
Lloydene Searle said. "That's a

tough way to lose a game, because
we put pressure on them, but we
just couldn't convert when the situation called for it."
Not only was it the bottom of the
seventh in which the Panthers
failed to drive in runners in scoring position, but just about the
same situation occurred in the bottom of the fifth inning.
In that case, freshman outfielder
Katy Steele doubled with two outs
to the left-center field gap. Then,
with first base open, the Skyhawks
SEE SOFT ♦
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